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ABSTRACT
Many autofocus algorithms exist for correcting uncompensated residual phase errors in
SAR images. These algorithms depend on the SAR modality (i.e. spotlight, stripmap,
etc.). In this paper, we develop a model-based phase error estimation method and apply it
to correct the phase error for stripmap SAR images formed via convolution backprojection (CBP). Our phase estimation method uses classical subspace fitting
techniques well known in the anay processing literature. The novelty in this paper is
how we derive our autofocus method from the stripmap SAR forward model and we
show that applying the phase error correction to the very popular CBP algorithm is very
natural. We also show that our proposed method is non-iterative in the sense that we do
not have to iterate between the image domain and the range compressed domain to obtain
the phase error estimates. As our derivation shows, we do not have to form the image to
estimate the phase errors.

1.0 lntroduction
Despite the best efforts to have a synthetic aperture radar (SAR) sensor follow a predetermined nominal
trajectory, phase errors still exist in the SAR data that corrupt the azimuth compression of the collected
data. It is well known that these phase errors come mainly from two sources, t1-3]. A low frequency
phase error will exist for uncompensated platform deviation, which has the effect of broadening the mainlobe of the azimuth compressed signals. Most of the gross platform errors are accounted for via motion
compensation algorithms which use available navigational data. However, navigational data has limited
accuracy and is corrupted by noise as well. The other source of phase error stems from signal
propagation effects. These phase errors tend to be high frequency phase errors and the effect they have is
not so much broadening the main lobe of the azimuth compressed pulse as raising the side-lobes, which
lowers the contrast of the image and masks less reflective objects in the image. Autofocus algorithms are
data driven algorithms that estimate and correct these phase errors.
Several autofocus algorithms exist, most of which are specific to the particular SAR modality being used
(stripmap, spotlight, etc.). Each approach can be further classified as parametric, non-parametric, or
metric based. The parametric approaches (such as mapdrift) tend to model the phase error as a
polynomial or as sinusoidal and use the data to estimate the coefficients [2-5]. Because they use the data
to estimate the coefhcients, they are limited to only reliably estimating a small number of coefficients.
Hence, these approaches perform well if the phase error is low frequency, but they fail to model the
presence of high frequency phase error. The non-parametric approaches make the assumption that all of
the range data collected from a single pulse is comrpted by the same phase enor f2l, t6-71. If this holds,
non-parametric techniques are able to estimate both low and high frequency phase errors. Finally, the
metric based methods generally assume that the phase error has low frequencies and that it comes from a
sensor velocity error. However, they can also be combined with non-parametric methods to produce good
results, [8-9]. They utilize a cost function, such as image intensity or neg-entropy, to correct the azimuth
matched filter that is applied to azimuth compress the data.

What all these methods have in common is that they must step back in the processing chain (usually
azimuth decompression) to where the individual phase errors from each pulse exist to apply the phase
compensation. For spotlight SAR, this amounts to computing an azimuth FFT to decompress the azimuth
pulses, applying the phase compensation, then re-compressing in azimuth via an inverse FFT. Azimuth
decompression

is not quite so straightforward for

stripmap

SAR. The azimuth compression

is

accomplished by matched filtering. Deconvolving the azimuth matched filter to decompress the image
and get back to the range compressed data is an ill-posed problem. Thus the range compressed data must
be saved; this is the domain where phase error compensation must take place.
There are a variety of ways in which autofocus is implemented for stripmap SAR. This paper develops a
novel model-based non-parametric autofocus method explicitly for stripmap SAR images that are formed
using the convolution back-projection (CBP) algorithm.

This paper is outlined as follows. The phase error model is developed in section 2. The proposed
autofocus method is derived in section 3. The gradient ascent optimization strategy is derived in section
4. A demonstration of the proposed autofocus method and gradient ascent is given in section 5. A
discussion ofthe demonstrated results is given in section 6. Finally, conclusions are given in section 7.

2.0 Phase Error Model Development
In the CBP algorithm, we are interested in reconstructing the image to a predetermined reconstruction
grid that has N," range bins and No azimuth bins. Usually there is a digital elevation model (DEM) that
accompanies the collected SAR and navigational data so the radial distance from the sensor location to

each reconstruction point can be determined. Motion compensation due

to gross

sensor position

deviations from the nominal trajectory are easily accounted for in the CBP algorithm, but unknown phase
errors due to sensor location uncertainty, DEM errors, and signal propagation errors typically are not.

This section derives a model for the phase errors. We begin by stating a model for phase error free data
and then show how to alter the model to include phase errors.

tripmap SAR. The maximum likelihood (ML) image
of the forward model with additive noise as the linear
statistical model. It was also shown that CBP is the first step in the ML image formation. Here we will
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use the same model for phase estimation. The linear forward model that was presented
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is the ground reflectivity at the three dimensional ground location uo,, in the a'h row and
of the reconstruction gnd, f is the point-spread response of the SAR sensor for the reflector at
uo,r, 0 is a vector of SAR parameters such as the
eform, antenna pattern, etc., and 4 is
circularly symmetric additive white Gaussian no
k3Np-1indexes the transmitted
pulses,0l n < Nn-l indexesthesamplestaken
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ofthe reconstruction grid, and 0 < a < No - 7 indexes the rows ofthe reconstruction grid.
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The rows of the two dimensional array in (1) can be transposed and stacked to form an N,.N¿ X 1 vector
d. Similarly, f can be rearranged into an NrrN¿ x iVrNo matrix F, g can be rearranged into an Nl"Na x 1
vector g, and 4 can be rearranged into an N¿N¡ x 1 vector 4. The linear model can then be written as

d = Fg-r
The data matrix F can be decomposed into N¿,

I.

(z)

N" x NrN" sub-matrices
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where the sub-matrix F¿ models the expected returns from the ground locations under the illumination of
the antenna based on all navigational data from the k¿h pulse.

It was shown in [10] that the CBP image (in terms of (2)) is computed from the matrix./vector product
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where d¿ is the collected data from the kth pulse and 1 is the vector of all ones.

ff the 1 vector is replaced by a vector p, where pu

-
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is a generalized CBP reconstruction. ff phase errors did exist in the data, then the vector p could

be

found that corrects for the phase error, while simultaneously forming the CBP image.

2.2.

Phase Error Model

lf the incidence angle does not vary too much over the scene and the uncompensated phase error is not
too large, then the model for the uncompensated phase error from the kth pulse manifests as a
constant phase multiplier for all the samples collected from the kth pulse. (If the first assu
does
not hold, data from a narow strip (in range) of the reconstruction grid can be used so the assumption does
hold.) The model for the uncompensated phase error from the kth pulse is

Fx(þù = I\puF¡a,
where Âpu

pyl
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If a residual

and Bn

= ¿iÞr

is the unknown phase term.

phase error exists for each pulse, the resulting model becomes
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is the Kronecker product [1 1].

Using (5) in (2), the model which includes the vector of phase errors p is
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3.0 Proposed Autofocus Method Derivatio4.
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Using (6) we can alter the minimization problem to include the phase error vector

minimize l(g,F)

: ll[(ß)g - dll! subjectto lp,l : 1.

Equation (7) can be minimized with respect to
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g and p separately. Solving first for g gives
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Substituting (8) into (7), the problem becomes

minimize
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Expanding the norm, using equation (5), and recognizing the form of the resulting equation, the
minimization of l{ß) with respect to p is equivalent to maximizing the following
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Substituting this result into (10) and using (3) gives
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F)-LC and G is defined in (4).

It is important to note that the optimization in (11) is not as simple as finding the eigenvector associated
with the largest eigenvalue of M because this method does not capture the constraint that lB¿l = 1. From
(11) it is apparent that the image does not have to be formed in order to estimate p.

4.0 Optimization Method
Using the def,rnition of B¿, the constrained optimization problem in
unconstrained problem

maximize
where
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The unconstrained formulation in
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can be re-stated as the following
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can be optimized by gradient ascent.

The gradient ofthe unconstrained objective is
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The update rule for gradient ascent is

Qn+t=Qr+tW,
where ¡r is the step-size parameter and can be either fixed or found from a line search. The gradient
ascent can be initialized with Q": 0, which assumes there are no phase errors initially.
Each iteration of this method has low computational complexity. However, many iterations are required
for good estimates.

5.0 Results of Proposed Method
This section demonstrates the proposed autofocus method on simulated data. The original image has
three strong reflectors in a background of weaker Gaussian distributed reflectors. The original image is
illustrated in figure 1. The simulated data has the sinusoidal phase error illustrated in f,rgure 2. Figure 3
illustrates the CBP reconstruction without any phase correction. Figure 4 compares the estimates found
after 100,000 iterations of gradient ascent with a fixed step-size F - 7.3 x 70-7 to the original phase
error. Finally, f,rgure 5 illustrates the CBP reconstruction after applying the phase error estimates.
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6.0 Discussion of Results
It is clear that the CBP image reconstructed using the phase enor estimates is more focused than the CBP
image without phase elror compensation. It is interesting to note that after 100,000 iterations the phase
estimates in figure 4 are off by a constant phase from about pulse 14 to pulse 74 and, that virtually no
phase estimates are made for the f,rrst and last set of pulses.
The constant phase error difference from pulses 14 to 74 do not affect the quality of the resulting image
because it is the magnitude of the reflectivity that is being displayed. The first and last set of pulses
obtain very poor estimates because of the lack of data that support the phase estimation in those regions.
Phase estimates in these regions will eventually be obtained if the simulation is allowed to run long
enough.

The gradient ascent method obtains good estimates fairly quickly in the regions where there is a lot of
data (or strong reflectors) to support the estimates.

7.0 Conclusion
This paper proposed a model-based autofocus method for stripmap SAR. It was shown that the phase
error estimates obtained from the proposed method can be applied to the data while simultaneously
forming the image via the CBP algorithm.

Well known subspace fitting principles were used to obtain the optimization problem for the autofocus
method. It was shown that the optimization problem could be solved using the gradient ascent method.

A simulated example was given to demonstrate that the phase error estimates can be obtained without
forming the image. Hence, the proposed autofocus method is non-iterative in the sense that iterations
between the image and range compressed domains are not needed to obtain the phase estimates, as is
conìmon in other autofocus methods.

in this area include: exploring other optimization methods, determining a method for
obtaining phase error estimates in a user selected region of interest, and exploring the idea of reducing the
problem size by estimating a decimated phase error vector (provided the phase error is band-limited
'enough' with respect to the pulse repetition frequ
Future work
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